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Instructions for Use 
 

 

These creative writing prompts can be used to introduce the text, throughout the novel study, or as 

assessment. We have provided a rich range so that you can use your professional judgement to 

decide which resources will be best suited to the needs of your class.  

You may choose to:  

- Write a creative writing prompt from this pack on the board for all students to use as their 

prompt.  

- Allow a selected student to randomly pick a topic for themselves, their group or the whole 

class.  

- Allocate a creating writing prompt per student/pair/group. 

- Allow students to select their own prompts from a selection.  

- Use the prompts as ‘speed writing’ or ‘silent sustained writing’ timed prompts at the start of 

each lesson.  

These Creative Writing activities could be used: 

• Independent work 

• Pair writing 

• Group writing 

• Homework tasks 

• Assessment 

 

We have included links with credits to the creators- please email author@hakeahustler.com.au if 

there are broken links or videos.  

  

mailto:author@hakeahustler.com.au


Setting Prompts 

Written  
- Write your own description of the Australian outback setting using Tracks of the Missing as 

inspiration. 

- Write about the fire that crossed the main road out near the national park.  

- Write about the floods that washed through the national park from rain upstream. 

- Write about the prompt ‘lands of drought and flooding rains’.  

- Using some of the descriptions of setting from the book, use a similar style to describe your local area.  

- Write a narrative that is set in a national park.  

Picture 
Use the below picture prompts to write your own outback inspired written response. 

  

 
 

 

Music 
Listen to the lyrics of these songs and response with your own written response. 

- Kimberley Song by Steve Case: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RY_d91bf9Tk 

- Kimberley Time by Chris Matthews: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1II4lbFCF6s 

- Anywhere but the Kimberleys by Kevin Gunn: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLIS0cvLdP4 

Video 
Watch this video of the Kimberley (where Tracks of the Missing is likely set) and write your own 

creative writing piece in response. 

The Kimberley by Dan Proud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8mlaQ2lDI4  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RY_d91bf9Tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1II4lbFCF6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLIS0cvLdP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8mlaQ2lDI4


Plot Prompts 

Written 
- Write your own short story about teenagers missing in the bush. 

- Write your own short story about a station owner/farm owner who gets injured or killed. 

- Write your own story about an important sports carnival. 

- Write your own story about being selected for a state sport competition. 

- Write your own short story about youth crime.  

- Write your own short story about a car crash.  

- Write your own short story about getting lost in the bush.  

- Write a short story that highlights your culture.  

- Write a short story that shows the struggles teenagers face in your town.  

Picture 
Use the below picture prompts to write your own outback inspired creative response. 

  

  

Video 
Watch this videos to inspire your own creative writing piece in response. 

- How to Survive Being Stranded in the Outback, According to Science by How to Survive: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJAtijncnDI 

- Outback survival tips from an expert by ABC Australia: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0siTkbh1J4  

- Body found in outback believed to be that of missing hiker Claire Hockridge by ABC News: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_y1t78MI4A 

- Missing NSW tourist Maggie Dobbin found in Litchfield National Park after two days by ABC News: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzlTG0Dnn6M  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJAtijncnDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJAtijncnDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0siTkbh1J4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_y1t78MI4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzlTG0Dnn6M


Character Prompts 
Deklan 

- Write a scene where Deklan Archer gets selected for a new football state’s competition 

- Write a scene where Deklan Archer is drafted into the AFL  

- Write the scene where Deklan Archer returns back to his community after the hospital  

- Write the first interaction between Deklan and his grandfather again  

Grandfather 
- Write the scene after Deklan is taken by the Lightfoot 

- Write the scene when Grandfather is found in the bush by the rescuers 

- Write a scene with Deklan and grandfather when Deklan was younger 

Michael 
- Write the scene at school where Michael is not allowed to join Deklan and grandfather- from 

Michael’s perspective 

- Write the scene with what Michael does after being left behind 

- Write a scene with Deklan and Michael as young children together 

Willum 
- Write Willum’s story of how he looks for the missing Year 12s 

Hannah 
- Hannah is characterised as self-centred by Deklan. I wonder if this is true- write Hannah as a 

more full character 

Jenny 
- Write the moments after the crash from Jenny’s perspective 

- Write the first day lost out bush from Jenny’s perspective 

- Write the moment Deklan and grandfather found them- from Jenny’s perspective 

- Write about how Jenny felt when Deklan left the camp in search for Hannah 

- Write about how Jenny felt when grandfather returned and Deklan didn’t 

- Write a scene where Jenny and Deklan finally see each other again after the book has 

finished 

Officer Thomas 
- Write a scene from Officer Thomas’ point of view 

Music 
Listen to the song ‘I am, you are, we are Australian’ by Bruce Woodley: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjkrjYitgeA and write a creative piece about an Australian 

character 

Video 
Watch the video ‘The Remote Life of an Outback Cop’ by Landline: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=790rUa-vXeY then write a scene from Officer Thomas, Officer 

Sweeney or Sergeant O’Neil’s perspective with your new knowledge 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjkrjYitgeA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=790rUa-vXeY


Alternative Prompts 
Missing 

- Write the prequel chapter 

- Write the sequel chapter 

- Write the chapter between being initiated as a Lightfoot and when he goes to the hospital 

- Write the chapter after he finishes at the hospital- where does he go next?  

- Write a chapter you feel is missing from the book 

Altered 
- Write the scene where Deklan Archer and grandfather convince the Lightfoot to let them go 

- Write the scene where Deklan chooses to stay to compete in the football carnival instead of 

going with grandfather 

- Write a scene where Deklan chooses to stay with Jenny rather than going looking for Hannah 

- Write a scene where Deklan escapes from the Lightfoot  

-  

Other Prompts 
List 

- Make a list of the things you would pack on an emergency mission out bush. 

- Make a list of the things you know about bush life. 

- Make a list of all the local bush tucker that you know from your region.  

- List as many First Nations Aboriginal groups as you can.  

- Make a list of ways you know of surviving in the outback.  

Comic Strip 
- Create a comic strip of your favourite scene from the book 

- Create a comic strip of the highlights of one of Deklan’s football games 

Picture 
- Draw a picture of your favourite scene from the book 

- Draw a character from the descriptions in the book 

- Draw a symbol for each chapter of the book 

Script 
- Choose a scene and write it out in script form 

- Create a script for a chapter of the book including the scene notes, dialogue, acting notes   



Real Life Prompts 
Written 
Read the following news articles and create your own creative response:  

- https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-02-02/family-warns-payback-killings-may-be-behind-

outback-mysteries/11915660  

- https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-19/robert-dutchie-and-family-rescued-after-

kimberley-ordeal/9164138  

- https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-01-29/missing-teenager-tristan-frank-remote-western-

australia/13096576  

- https://www.kimberleyecho.com.au/news/the-kimberley-echo/remote-ground-and-air-

search-resumes-for-kimberley-family-ng-b88655930z  

- https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/disaster-and-emergency/perths-stranded-zavros-

family-rescued-from-south-australian-outback-by-police-helicopter-c-4580138 

- https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-01-15/swiss-tourists-lost-in-the-kimberley-now-

found/4466002  

- https://thewest.com.au/news/australia/tourist-lost-in-kimberley-ng-ya-381360  

- https://www.smh.com.au/wrong-skin/they-were-young-in-love-and-defying-the-most-

powerful-men-in-their-community-20180712-p4zr0m.html  

- https://www.australiantraveller.com/australia/its-very-dangerous-outback-survival-stories/  

 

Music 
Listen to one of the following Indigenous Hip Hop songs and then write your own creative piece:  

- https://www.youtube.com/user/indhiphop  

Reflect on the messages from these songs, then create your own creative writing piece: 

- Let Them Know Something by Barkaa https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6NlkA6g1NQ  

- My People by J-MILLA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTecyToGrhs  

- Bagi-la-m Bargan ft. Fred Leone by BIRDZ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=878H2fkw3L8  

- Timeless Land by Yothu Tindi https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgESWOwJo08  

- Yothu Yindi - Ghost Spirits https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEAFAuYEi5o  

 

Video 
Watch the following video and write a creative response: 

- Kimberley Kids by Aboriginal Tours and Experiences - WAITOC 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nec74GO1C2k  

 

  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-02-02/family-warns-payback-killings-may-be-behind-outback-mysteries/11915660
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-02-02/family-warns-payback-killings-may-be-behind-outback-mysteries/11915660
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-19/robert-dutchie-and-family-rescued-after-kimberley-ordeal/9164138
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-19/robert-dutchie-and-family-rescued-after-kimberley-ordeal/9164138
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-01-29/missing-teenager-tristan-frank-remote-western-australia/13096576
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-01-29/missing-teenager-tristan-frank-remote-western-australia/13096576
https://www.kimberleyecho.com.au/news/the-kimberley-echo/remote-ground-and-air-search-resumes-for-kimberley-family-ng-b88655930z
https://www.kimberleyecho.com.au/news/the-kimberley-echo/remote-ground-and-air-search-resumes-for-kimberley-family-ng-b88655930z
https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/disaster-and-emergency/perths-stranded-zavros-family-rescued-from-south-australian-outback-by-police-helicopter-c-4580138
https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/disaster-and-emergency/perths-stranded-zavros-family-rescued-from-south-australian-outback-by-police-helicopter-c-4580138
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-01-15/swiss-tourists-lost-in-the-kimberley-now-found/4466002
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-01-15/swiss-tourists-lost-in-the-kimberley-now-found/4466002
https://thewest.com.au/news/australia/tourist-lost-in-kimberley-ng-ya-381360
https://www.smh.com.au/wrong-skin/they-were-young-in-love-and-defying-the-most-powerful-men-in-their-community-20180712-p4zr0m.html
https://www.smh.com.au/wrong-skin/they-were-young-in-love-and-defying-the-most-powerful-men-in-their-community-20180712-p4zr0m.html
https://www.australiantraveller.com/australia/its-very-dangerous-outback-survival-stories/
https://www.youtube.com/user/indhiphop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6NlkA6g1NQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTecyToGrhs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=878H2fkw3L8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgESWOwJo08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEAFAuYEi5o
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO5hgsPiqreOWtt0xBhrxwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nec74GO1C2k


Creative Writing Task 

You are a student in Deklan’s town school.  

Write the morning’s events from your point of view. 

 

Word List hot, early 

gossip, chat, talking 

groups, students, parents, teachers, police  

nervous, anxious, excitement, scared, worried 

murder, missing, investigation 

 

Sentence 
Starters 

I walk to school, sweat already dripping down my forehead in the 

hot morning sun… 

 

There is something different about the small town that I can’t 

place… 

 

I walk through the school gates, I see parents huddled in tight 

groups under the shade of the buildings, their children whispering 

amongst themselves instead of running around the playground as 

usual… 

 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 



Creative Writing Task 

Write the prequal to Tracks of the Missing.  

 

Ideas What was Deklan’s morning like?  

Write the morning from Spencer’s point of view as he gets all the 

gossip off his truck driver dad. 

Write the morning before school from Officer Thomas’s point of 

view as he attends the crime scene out at Mr Henry’s station. 

Word List hot, early, morning, dark, twilight, dawn 

cicada, magpies, kangaroos 

murder, case, investigation 

breakfast, bed, shower, pack 

Sentence 
Starters 

I wake up and rub my bleary eyes… 

 

It is strange for someone to be calling this early… 

 

It’s too early for this bullshit… 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________  



Outback Scenario Prompts  

 

Your car as broken 

down on a 

highway in the 

remote outback. 

You go camping 

in an outback 

camp site… and 

something goes 

wrong… 

You are on a school 

trip in the bush. 

Heavy rainfall causes 

a floodway to 

overflow, trapping 

everyone in the bus… 

You are on a bush 

walk through your 

local national 

park. You go off 

the track and get 

lost…  

Your class gets 

selected for a trip to 

Uluru. Walking 

around the rock you 

get separated from 

your class… 

One of your 

loved family 

members gets 

lost out bush. 

What do you do?  

 

You are invited to 

‘Teen Survivor’ a 

new TV show based 

on the ‘Survivor’ 

series.   

A pandemic forces 

people from the 

cities into the bush.  

How do you 

survive?  

A bushfire is rushing 

towards your school.  

You and your friends 

are separated from 

the class during the 

evacuation… 

A friend is bitten 

by a snake during 

a bushwalk. You 

must help them 

survive. How?  

You are 

bushwalking. 

Someone or 

something is 

following you.  

You are out 

looking for 

bushfood with an 

Elder.  



Tracks of the Missing- Scenario Prompts  

You have a sibling 

on the Year 12 

camp bus. What do 

you do to help with 

the search?  

You are one of 

Deklan’s friends.  

Write a scene 

with you and 

Deklan. 

You are the new kid 

at the outback town 

school. Write about 

your first week there 

mentioning 

characters from the 

book.  

You are a police 

officer.  

Which case do you 

help on (murder, missing 

bus, drunk crash)? Write 

a scene with you in it.  

You are a tourist 

driving through the 

town in the book 

when all the drama 

is happening. Write a 

scene about what 

you see.  

You are a reporter 

who has been sent 

to the small outback 

town to report on 

the cases.  

Write from 

Willum’s POV when 

Deklan doesn’t 

come back with the 

rescued Year 12s. 

Write from 

Grandfather’s POV 

in the moments 

after Deklan is taken 

by the Lightfoot. 

Write the police 

report after the 

Year 12s have 

been rescued. 

Write from the 

POV of a witness 

out at Mr 

Henry’s station. 

Write the scene 

when the recruiters 

watch the match 

that Deklan has 

missed. 

Make a list of things 

you would pack if 

you were asked to 

help Deklan and 

Grandfather on the 

search for the 

missing 12s. 



Picture Prompts    



  

 
Creative Writing  

Brainstorming  

First Nations 
culture 

Outback 
landscape 

Threats  
Issues 



Creative Writing Assessment 
Purpose of assessment: Understanding of narrative structure, setting, characterisation, point of 

view, and use of descriptive and figurative language.  

 

Description of task: After reading the class novel Tracks of the Missing (Magabala 2022), students 

will write a narrative of approximately 600 words using one of the prompts below. 

• Write a first person point of view story about a teenager who, like Deklan, has to make a big 

choice between family and a once in a lifetime chance.  

• Write a narrative with a YA suspense structure, like Tracks of the Missing, so that the each 

chapter has the cliff hanger building throughout your story. Set your narrative in a remote 

outback town and use imagery in your description of the surroundings. 

• Choose a different prompt from selection offered by teacher by negotiation  

Creating literature  

• Create literary texts that reflect an emerging sense of personal style and evaluate the effectiveness of 

these texts. 

• Create literary texts with a sustained ‘voice’, selecting and adapting appropriate text structures, 

literary devices, language, auditory and visual structures and features for a specific purpose and 

intended audience. 

• Create imaginative texts that make relevant thematic and intertextual connections with other texts 

• Create sustained texts, including texts that combine specific digital or media content, for imaginative, 

informative, or persuasive purposes that reflect upon challenging and complex issues 

• Expressing and developing ideas  

• Refine vocabulary choices to discriminate between shades of meaning, with deliberate attention to 

the effect on audiences 

Excellent (4-5)  Very Good (3)  Satisfactory (2)  Needs Work (1) 
Text structure, Language features, Ideas 
Creates an innovative and 
engaging text, examines 
complex issues, uses a range of 
language features and stylistic 
devices for a specific purpose 
and intended audience. 

Creates an engaging 
imaginative text, explores 
challenging ideas and issues, 
uses language and stylistic 
features for a specific purpose 
and audience. 

Creates an imaginative text to 
articulate ideas about issues. 
Experiments with language 
and stylistic features for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

Creates an imaginative text 
using formulaic structures and 
familiar language features. 

Written expression 
Expresses ideas clearly and 
fluently, varying sentence 
structure and length for effect 
and precision of meaning 

Expresses ideas clearly, using a 
range of sentence structures 
correctly. 

Expresses ideas clearly using 
grammatically correct 
sentences most of the time. 
Repeats simple sentence 
structures. 

Makes frequent grammatical 
and sentence structure errors 
(sentence fragments, run-on 
sentences) that obscure 
meaning. Ideas need 
development. 

Vocabulary 

Uses sophisticated vocabulary 
for precise meaning. 

Uses some sophisticated 
vocabulary to convey ideas 
clearly. 

Vocabulary range is limited to 
mostly familiar words. 

Employs a repetitive 
vocabulary, and inappropriate 
or inaccurate word choice on 
occasions. 

Spelling 

Consistently spells difficult and 
sophisticated words correctly. 

Spells most words correctly, 
sometimes making minor 
errors in difficult words. 

Misspells some words 
including words with logical 
(phonetic or phonic) spellings, 
careless spelling errors. 

Makes frequent spelling errors, 
and random spelling variations 
of the same word. 

Punctuation 

Uses varied punctuation 
accurately, contributing to the 
clarity and precision of 
meaning. Uses punctuation for 
special effect. 

Consistently uses correct 
punctuation to express 
meaning clearly, e.g. commas 
to indicate clauses and 
phrases. 

Uses punctuation mostly 
correctly, with minor errors 
not detracting from meaning 
or readability. 

Makes frequent punctuation 
errors, uses only simple forms 
of punctuation. 
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